Possible models of V·particles, mainly concerned with VO (V10)·particles, are investigated in a systematic way on the basis of their characteristic features, one being experimental evidences and the other theoretical requirements such as the stability of nuclei and the charge independence. The latters play a role for ruling out a proposed decay mode, VO_p + n-+ Y, and the single production of hot VO·particles, respectively. Since ·the pair production of VO-particles seems unfavourable according to recent experimental evidences, we are led to propose a model as· considerably plausible that is based upon the classification of elementary particles due to the generalization of the Pais' even·odd rule. Introducing a pair of short lived X-particles yet unobserved, the production and decay of VO-particles take place through the following interactions:
(2) They are observed as frequently as 2: 1 % of penetrating showers. The frequency of all V-particles including unobserved ones is roughly estimated to be about 10% of pions, in reference to the number of 7r -P. decays and electron-positron pairs observed in the same cloud chamber4) and the assumed lifetime of the V-particle. c. Remarks on the decay scheme 0/ the Va-particle (1.6) (1.7)
(1) It is very likely that the VO-particle undergoes the two body decay as (1· 1) on account of the coplanarity and the balance and distribution of the transverse momenta of decay products. It can not be concluded, however, that the Q-value is unique, because of the large experimental errors, i.e. Manchester and M. 1. T. groups assert the unique Q-value, while
Pasadena group opposes to it. (2) There seems to be no third neutral decay product which gives rise to electron-showers in the lead plates. 4 )36)43) ( 3) The negative dec:ay product with mass around meson is 7r-meson with good certainty, since there are examples identified as 7r-p. decays.4)10)42) (4) There is no identified anti-proton among decay products of Va_particles. We need further experimental elucidation of these phenomena especially for vo-and 1J±-particles, in order to understand the complete nature of these particles, but we shall, for the time being, try to look for possible model schemes as closely as possible based on the above informationo On account of meager experimental material for vo-and v:l:-particles our discussions are mainly confined to VO-particleso First of all, we should stress the apparent contradiction between the long lifetimes and the copious production of these particles that can never be understood on a simple detailed balance consideration Suppose an interaction (10 10) where ¢Y' ¢p and If represent the wave functions for va_particle, proton and pion respectively, which causes the decay of a Va_particle into a proton and a negative pion, then the lifetime , is given by turns out to be very weak compared to the pion-nucleon interaction (1.16) and it is obvious that the V-particles should be produced through other strong interactions. Careless introduction of strong interactions, however, brings about rapid decays of 1/' ".. particles in quite short lifetimes of the order of 10-21 _10-22 sec.
d. Remarks on the decay schemes 0/ the vO-and v±-particles
Thus it is undoubtedly one of the central problems in studying the models for these particles how to reconcile their abundance with their long lifetimes.
There is another important subject to be concerned with, the stability of nucleons being a necessary condition for any kind of models for these unstable particles, as far as these are elementary particles.
We shall begin our investigation with the discussion of this condition since it is instructive as well as necessary to get insight into the nature of the VO-particle. §2. The stability of the nucleons* We know empirically that the nucleon is stable, i.e. it never decays into lighter particles, otherwise the matter would not be stable.
This stability condition is intimately connected with the problem of heavy unstable Realizing the importance of this condition, we are to express this condition mathematically. It may be necessary and sufficient for a moment to assume that the number of nucleons or more strictly the difference between the number of nucleons and that of anti-nucleons is conserved:
cP N is the quantized wave function of a nucleon.
This was the stability condition for nuclei before the discovery of V-particles. At present, however, it is obvious that 1l (N) is not a strict quantum number in reference to the VO-particle decay, and we should improve the expression (2.3) so as to include such particles, whether they are Fermions or Bosons, that are transformable into nucleons. (2.4) where the (±) signs are determined according to the particle·antiparticle assignment. The whole of the members in (2.4) is called hereafter as the nucleon family. Then the above formula represents the conserVation of the number of the nucleon family.
We shall next examine characteristic features of this family. First remember the requirement that the theory of quantized fields is invariant as a whole under charge conjugation. Since n is a strict quantum number, it must undergo a definite transformation under charge conjugation, i.e. even or odd *. The first term ¢ N r \I-if' N in (2.4) is odd, and hence we have:
(A) The quantity n is odd under Charge conjugation.
We cannot construct such an odd qua!ltity from the wave functions of neutral Bosons** or Majorana. particles, and therefore they cannot belong to the nucleon family. (B) The members of the nucleon family cannot be lighter than the nucleon. Otherwise the nucleons w.ould ultimately be transformed into lighter members in contradiction to the stability condition.
We shall show an application of these results to the investigation of the decay scheme of the VO·particle. In the VO·decay, there remains experimentally a possibility of the third neutral decay product: (2.5) It is known that the third particle would not seriously violate the coplanarity and distribution of transverse momenta of the charged decay products within a rather limited experimental accuracy if it were much lighter than nucleon. 30) Hence the third particle obviously cannot belong to the nucleon family in virtue of (B), and the conservation of the nucleon family requires the VO'particle to be a member of the nucleon family. (We shall simply denote as N. F. hereafter.) With reference to (A), we see that the VOparticle should be a Fermion provided that it is elementary.
The condition (c. 2) excludes the possibility that the third particle is identical with 77:0 or r, and the following mode is especially of interest both experimentally and theoretically :
If it were really the case, the VO'particle could. not bea Fermion and should be a composite substance. This is not very likely on various reasons. The above argumentation *) If a conserllative quantity is decomposed as the sum of even a.nd odd parts, then both parts are separately conserved. **) Strictly speakin~, the term "neutral Bosoos"should be replaced by "neutral Bosoos described .by real wave functions", however we shall discard· such neutral Bosons that are described by complex' wave func. tions in this paper.
gives a theoretical evidence in favour of the two-body decay scheme of the VO-particle.
Also it must be remarked that the experimental fact (c. 4) can be interpreted in terms of the nucleon family conservation. 46 ) § 3. The classification of the models As has been emphasized in § 1, it is the most important object of study how to reconcile the large yield of 17.:particle production with their remarkably long lifetimes.
Although the decay schemes of V-particles are comparatively well known, we have as yet only scarce information on their production mechanisms. Thus various assumptions on the production mechanisms lead us to a wide variety of possible models of interaction schemes, which are further multiplied by the minute settlement of decay schemes. 45 ) W~ need, therefore, to choose a suitable means of classification, in order to avoid too enormous number of models to be dealt with.
In this respect, it is worth while to remember that V-particles are produced through strong interactions comparable with the N NT( coupling, but decay through very weak interactions. Cf. § 1. Hence it seerb.s favourable to classify pos~ible models in reference only to their production mechanisms regardless of their decay mechanisms, since the very weak interactions responsible for their decay can, if necessary, be modified independently of other processes.
We shall divide models according to whether Va_particles are produced .directly or indirectly from. nuclear interactions. The following two sections are devoted to the full investigation of the above two possibilities.
In this paper, we shall further infer that all V-particles are elementary* but not composite, since the structural theories in general suffer &om the high possibilities of the ,radiative, decay unless artificial selection rules as well' as ambiguous cut-off procedures are unwillingly employed. § 4. Models for the direct production of V-particles If the Va_particle is produced directly from nuclear interactions, it should have a strong nuclear interaction (Cf. b. 2.), and we must solve the problem how to stabilize the Va_particle against rapid decays through this strong nuclear interaction.
For this purpose we further subdivide such models into the following two cases:
(I) Tliey are produced singly.
(II) They are produced in pairs. Theoretical argumentations for the above two cases are completely dissimilar in nature.
The former is naive and preferred experimentally**, while the latter is of theoretical interest and instructive for further investigations as we shall see in the next section. The most conclusive discrimination between the above two will be furnished by the determina-*) lliteractions ate, of course, considered within the frame of the canonical formalism. **) If they are always produced in.pairs, the probability that two V's are observed without missing one of them is expected to be much larger than the observed ones. 16) 21) tion of the threshold for the production reaction as has been stressed by Pais. 47l In this connection, the production of V-particles at very low energies is especially interesting.
1. Models for single production If VO is hot, i.e. has strong nuclear interaction, and produced singly*, the production mechanism will be (4.1)
The particles a,'· ·should be hot; since they interact· with nucleons ·through a strong interaction (4.1), and may be identical with nucleon, pion or possibly photon.
Then a VO would decay through the interaction (4. 1) as
where.a,.··are the antiparticles of a,···.
The transition (4·2) is in most cases forbidden energetically, but VO can ultimately decay through (4· 2) as a virtual step :
No absolute selection rule is operative in the above process since Fermions are involved.
Then we are forced to prepare special devices to stabilize Va.
In general, selection rules are intimately connected with the conservative quantities which we shall inquire for a system involving Fermions. Those are the total angular momentum J and the total isotopic spin [ of·the system, and we shall give two kinds of models utilizing J and f. The decay prob~bility may be so much depressed for very high angular momentum states, say 7 or 8 as suggested by many people, that the lifetime of Vo turns out to be sufficiently longer to account for the striking stability of the Va-particle. Let us, therefore, consider a model in which a very large spin of Vo is assumed.
The VO-particle with a very large SPill
Since VJJ is supposed as elementary in this paper,ihe wave function may be expressed in a spinor-tensor mixed form as (4 ·5) where ¢ is a nucleon wave function and the coupling constant f is sufficiently large to account for the production rate.
To our regret such a highly singular interaction is far out of the scope of existing localizable field theories, and cannot be regarded, as an elementary interaction, i.e. we should derive an effectively equivalent interaction from the combination of other elementary interactions.
For instance, introduce a series of auxiliary elementary particles being members of N.F. Then they may effectively lead to the coupling (4.5). It is worth noticing that such an arbitrary choice of the masses is allowed only for elementary particle theory but not for structural theories.
The V°'-jJarticle with a very large isotopic spin
For a system composed of nucleons and pions, the isotopic spin 1 is a very good quantum number.**> If ,Vo is an elementary particle having a large isotopic spin, then the decay (4·11) becomes highly forbidden, since the system p+n-can assume only two values 1=1/2 and 3/2, which are very low compared to that of vo.
In order to realize the observed decay, therefore, we need to take account of the electromagnetic interaction that violates the charge independence. Every time the electromagnetic interaction takes part in, the isotopic spin changes by £1[=0, ± 1, (4 ·12) and a="I!137" is multiplied to the square of the absolute value of the transition matrix element, until the decay is realized; Hence the transition pfubability will become sufficiently small provided that the isotopic spin of VO is fairly large.
There is, however, a fatal objection against this mode1. 4R ) If VO had really a "large isotopic spin, high charge states would exist and be observable, whiCh contradicts to our
II. Models for pair production As we have seen above, the models for single production are more or-less unsatisfactory, if not quite unacceptable.
Hence several authors have proposed models in which unstable particles are produced always in pairs*). This model is now studied with some generalizations.
By suitable means to be stated later, we. first divide -hot elementary particles**) among several groups: Go. G 1 , · · .
(4·13) To group Go belong nucleons, pions, and photons, i.e. familiar hot particles, and we let V-particles belong to group G 1 if they were really hot. To other groups belong, if any, other hot particles yet unobserved possibly -due to their short lives.
Next, let the number of particles of group G a for-a given state be (4·14) and also define the following quantity (4·15) Now we introduce the following assumption:
"Fur strollg illteractionsrespollsible for the production 0/ hot particles, e (G1), e(G2),'" are scpm o atetycollserved." Of course, e( Go) is not conserved.
Since V-particles are produced in pion-nucleus or nucleon, nucleus impact, n(Ga ) (a= 1, 2, ... ) in the initial state are equal to zero, so that e( Ga ) = 1. Hence, on the above assumption, e's should be equal to 1 in the final state too.
Th'ls V-particles are produced in pairs.
If, on the contrary, they were produced always in pairs-, it results that e'g should be conserved by a suitable grouping-of hot elementary particles.
As for the decays, the situation stands quite clear. For instance, the decay of 17° into p + 7r-is forbidden since e (G1) changes from -1 to + 1. We s~ that strong interactions do not contribute to the decay process-es and we have only to introduce such very weak interactions as (1. 12) or (1. 14) in order to realize the obs~rved decays.
We shall from now on call the strong interactions for production as even and the very weak interactions for decays as odd, and denote these coupling constants as g. 
47!' (4 '16)
These values are of course susceptible to fluctuations by as large a factor as_1 0 2 , depending upon interaftions. *)
Pizis' even-odd· rule
Pais divided hot particles between two groups, i.e. particles with even suffices and those with odd suffices, the former is equivalent to our Go and the latter to our G 1 •
In his notation, hot particles are denoted as
N=No V=N 1 • ... , (4.17) and the even-odd rule is expressed as follows.:
"The coupling N, N; 7!' k is strong or weak according as i + j + k = even or odd."
This rule is obviously equivalent to the statement that e (Gj ) **) is conserved for strong interactions, and we see that our present treatment is a generalization of the even-odd rule. We should add here some remarks concerning the decay processes. The decay of an unstable particle into lighter unstable particles is not forbidden by the even-odd rule, and we must present special devices for each case. Pais were able to forbid the unfavourable process (4·18) by the mass relation As the number of the members of the unstable particles increases, however, such a device becomes increasingly difficult. For instance, how to take the decay ofax particle into 7!' and r mesons***), (4·19) into Pais'· scheme, provided that the above process is experimentally accessible? In view of this difficulty, the present generalization is not trivial, but more than two groups even and odd may be needed in future. § 5. Models for the indirect production of V-particles
In the previous section, we reached the conclusion that no model can satisfac;:torily *) For instance, j2/4TC-IO for NNTC, and e2/4TC-l/137 are indiscriminately represented by the same symbol g2 ... e .. /4TC.
**) It may be better to replace e( G1) by e (G ndd)'
*"'''') We assume tentatively that the suffices of X and .. are odd.
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Hence we are inclined to think of that VO particles may be produced indirectly via other hot particles.
The long lives of V-particles suggest us an idea that they may be cold but not hot. If it were really the case, their large abundance might be explained just in a similar way to "the two me son theory." Along these lines of reasoning, we shall examine such models in what follows. The most essential point in these models is to assume the existence of unknown particles of short lives.
However, the particles that we kn~w at present by direct observations are restricted to such ones whose lives are longer than ....... 10,-12 sec., besides indirectly observed nO, and we have no a priori reason to' rule out the 'existence of unstable particles with shorter lives. *) There is no tax imposed upon the elementary particles.
We shall, therefore, assume the existence of short-lived parents
So far such models have been buried by arguments as follows. X is produced bya reaction like
N+N-X +N, (strong)
then X decays to produce VO:
of VO-particle.
The parent particle (5.1)
The coupling (5.2) should be strong, otherwise X will rapidly decay through (5. 1) , before decaying into VO, as
If the coupling (5.2) were unfavourably strong, then VO will decay rapidly through (5.1) and (5.2) as (5 ·4) in contradiction. to our experience.
We can, however, remedy the above model by a slight modification. The difficulty of the above model arises in the instability of LY, which we must improve. Now remember the discussions of § 4, II, then one will readily be able to stabilize X, i.e. we have only to replace (5· 1) by
Since X is stable, we can introduce a weak interaction (5.6) without being bothered by the competing process (5.3). If (5.6) is the only decay mode of .X, however, we again face to the pair production of V-particles. Hence we improve (5. 6) as *) On the contrary, the existence of such very short-lived particles (and consequently very hot) as nucleon isobars may be recognized indirectly. We assume further that the former mode is several times more probable than the latter, then in most cases VO appears singly:
and the pair production are rarely observed.
The condition imposed upon the magnitudes of the coupling constants 9 Nand 9 I' are stated as follows.
(1) In order that VO is produced singly in most cases
(2) The decay of Vj) through (5. 7) as VO~X+···~N+··· ( 5 ·10a) should be sufficiently slow. This condition is roughly expressed in the order of magnitude theory by (5 . lOb) (3) Since X is not observed and the coplanarity of Vol. decay holds in most cases"'), the lifetime of X must satisfy the inequality !' X < 10-12 sec.
(5·10c)
Of these the first condition (5.10a) is not so serious and we may regard gN and gv as being 1)f the same order in our t:rude discussion, so that we shall indiscriminately denote them as g1nt just as get'''' and guia ' The meaning of the suffix into will stand clear soon. Next we shall prove that the decay of an observed unstable particle through a parent is sufficiently slow.
The process must at least be the second order in gint> as the unobserved parent is created and then destructed, i.e. As seen from the arguments of the previous sections, VO may be produced indirectly rather than directly. There is another reason to support this conclusion though it is not conclusive.
In connection with the recent investigations concerning pion reactions, the importance of the charge independence becomes widely recognized. At low energies available at present in laboratories, it seems likely that the charge independence holds, whereas we know very little about its validity at high energies. It seems quite probable that the charge independence holds near the threshold. for the V-production, since the threshold energy is not far from that available in laboratories.
If it were unfortunately not the case, it would seriously disturb virtually the charge independence even at considerably low energies, since the interaction is comparably strong with the pion-nucleon interaction *l. The lower the threshold, the more likely this assumption becomes. We may, therefore, assume the charge independence at such energies tentatively in this section.
The so-called charge independence means that the theory is invariant with respect to rotations in isotopic spin space provided that we take only very hot interactions into account. **l For convenience, we assign zero isotopic spin to particles which are not the members of group C, regardless of their charge, since they do not undergo transformations in the isotopic space.
An important aspect of the isotopic spin is that Fermions can assume half integral values as well as integral values, while Bosons can assume only integral values.
Since there seems to be no charged counter particle to vo, we have to assign zero isotopic spin to Vo. Cf. (d. 3) .
Suppose that Vo is produced singly and that there is no other member of N. F. participating in this process but nucleons and Va, then ll=n(N) +n( Va) =const ..
(6.4)
If Vo is produced singly*), then we have from (6.4) In( Va) = + 1, and J1Z(N) =-1.
(6·5)
Now consider the corresponding change of isotopic spin = ± 1/2+integer~O, i.e. not conserved.
(6.6)
Thus the above assumption that VO is singly produced is not acceptable on the basis of the hypothesis of charge independence, if VO were produced directly. This is another reason to support the models for indirect production, though the assumptions made in this section are not conclusively grounded**). § 7. Conclusions
We have so far investigated the consistency of various models based upon experimentally established features of VO-particles, i.e. (1) their long lives, (2) their large abundance, and (3) the evidence that they are produced singly in most cases. Our main conclusion is that these unstable particles, at least VO, seem to be produced indirectly via short-lived parent particles. As for their decay mechanisms, we have only to introduce very weak interactions causing observed decays, which obviously do not affect other processes as fully argued in the present paper. Once the interaction scheme is established, Fukuda-Miyamoto's theorem 49 ) as well as various absolute selection rules will play an important role, but notice that competitions should be discussed only after the settlement of model schemes like "even-odd rule". For instance, if light v were cold, Pais' argument on the competition between n1:f:--+,u:f:+11 and 1l'1-21l'o must completely be altered. Since the application of various selection rules to the observed *) The other v's may be accompanieci with. **) A Similar argument rules out the composite theory of VO-particle.
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